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Overview

1. Previous objections to the Jeffreys prior (for the binomial)

• Frequentist coverage

• x = 0, beta(1,b)

2. Good’s (1965) example for the multinomial

3. Applied to c = 2 (Perks = Jeffreys)

4. Inverse sampling & sample space argument



Noninformative priors

Berger (1985) – 4 plausible priors:

1. Bayes-Laplace or beta(1,1) (uniform)

2. Jeffreys or beta(½,½)  (also reference prior)

3. Haldane or beta(0,0)

4. Zellner:  
   1)1()(p



Graphically

Top to bottom

(at θ = ½):
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Coverage for α = 0.05 and n = 30

Downward spike is at 

upper limit for x = 0,

approx. 1.92/n

vs 3/(n+1) for B-L; cf. 

3/n for one-sided C-P

Solid: Bayes-Laplace

Dashed: Score

Dotted: Jeffreys



Coverage for α = 0.05 and n = 30

Downward spike is at 

upper limit for x = 0,

approx. 1.92/n

vs 3/(n+1) for B-L; cf. 

3/n for one-sided C-P

Known small θ:

beta(1,b) prior common,

but implies b     0.56n for

Jeffreys prior!

Solid: Bayes-Laplace

Dashed: Score

Dotted: Jeffreys



TGM (2016) argued that Binomial model may be seen to be non-

regular due to 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. Jim Berger proposed a different argument:

Jim Berger’s concession



TGM (2016) argued that Binomial model may be seen to be non-

regular due to 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. Jim Berger proposed a different argument:

Jim Berger’s concession

“If 0 and 1 can really occur, then we need to put prior mass on them 

and it is a different ball game from the one we are considering.  

On the other hand, as θ gets closer and closer to 0 or 1, the sample 

size needed for ‘applied regularity’ gets larger and larger. So one 

could argue that, near 0 and 1, the argument for the reference prior 

based on regularity requires too large a sample size to be practically 

relevant.”



Multinomial inference

Dirichlet(a,…,a) prior & corresponding posterior:

Multinomial 



Proposed priors

Candidates: Marginal posterior mean

a = 1 Uniform (xi + 1)/(n + c)

a = 1/2 Jeffreys (xi + 1/2)/(n + c/2)

a = 1/c Perks (xi + 1/c)/(n + 1)

Reference (xi + 1/2)/(n + 1)

versus Maximum likelihood xi/n

(note that )



(Jim Berger:) Large c and x1 = n = 100?



(Jim Berger:) Large c and x1 = n = 100?

However, marginal Perks prior is beta(1/c,1-1/c) with approximate 

cdf θ1/c for large c, so that 100(1-α)% upper limit is close to (1-α)c, 

or 5.3×10-23 for α = 0.05 and c = 1000 (and marginal posterior 

based on xi = 0 is even closer to zero, for any n!)



Model selection / spike & slab approach 
Tuyl (2019): posterior mixture of Dirichlet distributions, with weights p(ω|x) = p(ω|z)



Model selection / spike & slab approach



Good’s (1965) example

Comparing only a = ½ (“Jeffreys”) and a = 1/c (Perks), Good 

proposed an example with x1 = n-1, n large, and asked the 

question:

“For what value of m would we just be prepared to have an even 

bet that the next m observations will all fall in category 1?”



Good’s (1965) example

Comparing only a = ½ (“Jeffreys”) and a = 1/c (Perks), Good 

proposed an example with x1 = n-1, n large, and asked the 

question:

“For what value of m would we just be prepared to have an even 

bet that the next m observations will all fall in category 1?”

Good argued that, in the absence of any prior information, most 

would agree that “m should lie somewhere between n/4 and 3n/4”.



Good’s (1965) example

Good derived

which requires the range 0.24 < (c-1)a < 2.1 when equated to ½, 

so that “a credibilist should apparently prefer Perks’ flattening 

constant to Jeffreys’.” (Note a = 0, however!)



Good’s (1965) example

Good derived

which requires the range 0.24 < (c-1)a < 2.1 when equated to ½, 

so that “a credibilist should apparently prefer Perks’ flattening 

constant to Jeffreys’.” (Note a = 0, however!)

Fortunately, the spike and slab prior behaves like the uniform 

does for c = 2 (note its failure for large c), i.e., 

= ½ for m = 0.414n



Additional values of m = kn (binomial!)

I.e., Good’s “even bet” on p(y = m) happens for the Haldane prior 

at m = n, outside Good’s range n/4 - 3n/4.



Additional values of m = kn (binomial!)

I.e., Good’s “even bet” on p(y = m) happens for the Haldane prior 

at m = n, outside Good’s range n/4 - 3n/4.

But arguably, Good’s range could be reduced to, e.g., n/4 - n/2: 

consider the original sample split into two samples of n/2, when 

one them contains the single failure. The Bayes – Laplace prior still 

satisfies this range, but the Jeffreys prior does not (m = 0.587n).

Also note actual m = n/2 column



Further logic (all conditional on x = n -1)

1. For m ≪ n, p(y = m) > p(y = m - 1)

2. For m ≫ n, p(y = m) < p(y = m - 1)

3. For which m, “should” p(y = m) = p(y = m - 1)?



Further logic (all conditional on x = n -1)

1. For m ≪ n, p(y = m) > p(y = m - 1)

2. For m ≫ n, p(y = m) < p(y = m - 1)

3. For which m, “should” p(y = m) = p(y = m - 1)?

a = 1 Bayes-Laplace: m = n 

a = ½ Jeffreys: m = 2n (seems wrong)

a = 0 Haldane: NEVER!  (definitely wrong)



Various m = kn: p(y = m - 1) added

I.e., p(y = m) = p(y = m - 1) = 0.25 for B-L and = 0.192 for Jeffreys 



Various m = kn: p(y = m - 1) added

I.e., p(y = m) = p(y = m - 1) = 0.25 for B-L and = 0.192 for Jeffreys 

Note that p(y = m | x = n - 1) 1 / (1+k)a+1

and p(y = m – 1 | x = n - 1) (a+1)k / (1+k)a+2

Equating gives a = 1/k (note Haldane!)



Two more arguments – inverse sampling

Jeffreys/reference prior is beta(0,½) when waiting for fixed number 

of successes (or beta(½,0) when waiting for fixed number of failures)

• Impropriety justified

• Box & Tiao’s (1973) justification (of violation LP - next slide)

• Previous concern: when waiting for x = 1, Jeffreys posterior is 

beta(1, n – ½), i.e., mode at 0

• New concern: if Good’s example based on fixed n – x = 1, 

resulting predictive inference (re y = m) as bad as Haldane 

inference!



Re beta(0,½), Box & Tiao (1973) justified violation of LP as follows:

“This says that when we sample till the number of successes reaches 

a certain value some downward adjustment of probability is needed 

relative to sampling with fixed n. We find this result much less 

surprising than the claim that they ought to agree.”



Re beta(0,½), Box & Tiao (1973) justified violation of LP as follows:

“This says that when we sample till the number of successes reaches 

a certain value some downward adjustment of probability is needed 

relative to sampling with fixed n. We find this result much less 

surprising than the claim that they ought to agree.”

However, consider Scenario 1 with inverse sampling (x1 = r) 

followed by fixed sampling (m), and vice versa for Scenario 2. 

Then the r + y1 successes from n1 + m trials in Scenario 1 are from the 

same sample space as the x2 + r successes from m + n2 trials in 

Scenario 2, and there is no justification for the different Jeffreys 

posteriors when y1 = x2 and n1 = n2.



Summarising…

Jeffreys/reference beta(½,½) prior for binomial:

• Inferior frequentist coverage (mean and minimum) to B-L HPD

• When x = 0, as informative as beta(1,b) with b = 0.56n

• When x = 1, or x = n – 1 (Good 1965), betting on p(y = 0), 

or p(y = m), is arguably over-optimistic 



Summarising…

Jeffreys/reference beta(0,½) or (½,0) prior for negative binomial:

• Unnatural posterior mode at θ = 0, when waiting for single success

• When x = 1, or x = n – 1 (Good 1965), betting on p(y = 0), 

or p(y = m), is as bad as that based on Haldane prior!

• Violates the Likelihood Principle, and Box & Tiao’s (1973) 

justification arguably fails when considering inverse sampling 

followed by binomial sampling, and vice versa
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